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Our services offer a complete solution to 
guarantee maximum quality in your final 
product.

Order them separately or combined.

We highly recommend doing a complete 
and periodic screening of your plant’s health.

MyFloraDNA’s Pathogen Testing Services 
include:Pathogen

Testing
Our Pathogen Analysis services are 
specially designed to detect specific 
microbial DNA sequences in 
cannabis samples. 

How to treat infected material?

MyFloraCLOUD 

Hop Latent Viroid

Lettuce Chlorosis Virus

Beet Curly Top Virus

Cannabis Cryptic Virus

Alfalfa Mosaic Virus

Viroid and Viruses

Fusarium 

Botrytis 

Fungi

https://myfloradna.com/wp-content/uploads/2022/07/How-to-treat-Infected-Material.pdf
https://myfloradna.com/top-5-reccommendations-to-treat-infected-cannabis-plants/
https://myfloradna.co/panel/
https://myfloradna.co/panel/
https://myfloradna.co/panel/
https://myfloradna.co/panel/


Pathogen
Testing

It is important to do regular pathogen screenings, but
there are specific times when a cultivator should take
special care:

Before and 
after cutting 
new clones

Before and 
after crossing

Before sending a 
batch of clones to 

your customers

Before bringing
new plants into

your facilities

Benefits

Centralize your
plants’ health
information

 

Improve your
plant's quality

Save time, money,
and resources, by
early identifying
infected plants

Easily identify 
unhealthy plants

Take smart actions 
based on verified 

information



How it works
Simple. 

1. Request and receive your 
collection kit.

2. Collect your samples 
(using our Excel template 
sheet or Collection App)

3. Use our collection box and
return label to send us back
the punch vials with your
tissue samples.

4. Check your results on
MyFloraCLOUD, within 48hs
after receiving your samples.

https://myfloradna.co/panel/files/MyFloraDNA_samples.xls
http://myfloradna.co/sampling/app


For an accurate diagnosis, it is important to test
tissue from different parts of a plant (top, middle,
bottom, and roots).

IMPORTANT

Read more

Hop Latent Viroid (commonly known as 
Dudding Disease) is a single-stranded, 
circular infectious RNA that ultimately 
relies on the metabolism of the host plant. 

It is not a virus; it is crucial to know how 
HLV works to act and prevent its spread 
through your garden. 

Hop Latent Viroid 
HLV or Dudding disease

#VIROIDTESTING

https://myfloradna.com/myfloraedu/pathogens/hop-latent-viroid-cannabis/
https://myfloradna.com/myfloraedu/pathogens/hop-latent-viroid-cannabis/


Lettuce Chlorosis Virus
LCV

Lettuce Chlorosis Virus (LCV) is also 
found in cannabis plants and it´s part 
of the Crinivirus family. 

This RNA virus can infect plants and 
can cause stunted growth, reduced 
yield, and quality of your flower.

Yellowing leaves showing necrosis.
Chlorotic leaves.
Lower yield
Leaf thickness

Common Symptoms

"A new threat to Cannabis production"

#VIRUSTESTING



Cannabis Cryptic Virus 
CCV

Rolling and/or yellow leaves,
Smaller buds.
Fewer trichomes, cannabinoids, and
terpenes.

Common Symptoms

Cannabis Cryptic Virus (CCV) is a double- 
stranded RNA virus that is known to infect 
plants without causing obvious symptoms.

It´s frequently found on asymptomatic 
plants, causing smaller flower production, 
and reduced yield and quality.

#VIRUSTESTING



Beet Curly Top Virus
BCTV

Leaf curling.
Yellowing of leaves with purple veins.
Death of young seedlings.
Bud deformation.
Reduced bud quality and yield.

Common Symptoms

Beet curly top virus (BCTV) is a plant 
virus-containing single-stranded DNA.  

It belongs to the Geminiviridae family 
and it is an extremely serious plant virus 
affecting hundreds of plants, including 
cannabis.

#VIRUSTESTING



Alfalfa Mosaic Virus
AMV

Severe stunting of plants
Yellow mosaic or calico patterns
occur on the foliage.
Plants grow slow and generally
produce poor yields.

Common Symptoms

This AMV is spread by aphids. Those small
insects  acquire the virus from an infected
plant and transmit it other plants through  
leaf tissues.

Once plants are infected, there is no cure
for mosaic viruses. For this reason,
PREVENTION is KEY!

.

#VIRUSTESTING



Brown, water-soaked spots on buds.
Chlorotic areas on stems.
Gray-brown mass of spores on buds.  
Interveinal yellowing leaves showing
necrosis.
Smaller buds.

Common Symptoms

Botrytis
Gray mold or Bud rot

This mold is one of the most
damaging fungi that can kill cannabis
plants within a week. It can remain
dormant for long periods of time
before damaging your plant. 

This fungus invades weak or
damaged tissue. Cool temperatures
and wet cultivation surfaces for long
periods speeds up sporulation.

Read more

#FUNGUSTESTING

https://myfloradna.com/myfloraedu/pathogens/botrytis-fungus-cannabis/
https://myfloradna.com/myfloraedu/pathogens/botrytis-fungus-cannabis/


The leaves begin to fall and turn
yellow.
The roots and stems begin to wither,
in extreme cases, they can reach rot.
The plant takes longer to fully grow.
Brownish areas along the main stem.

Common Symptoms

Read more

Fusarium

Fusarium is a fungus attacking the 
root system of plants, including 
cannabis. 

This pathogen spreads easily in 
warm and wet environments. It also 
affects humans, like skin infections or 
onychomycosis in our nails.

#FUNGUSTESTING

We currently test for f. Oxysporum & f. Proliferatum variants.

https://myfloradna.com/myfloraedu/pathogens/fusarium-fungus-cannabis/
https://myfloradna.com/myfloraedu/pathogens/fusarium-fungus-cannabis/


Molecular ID 
MyFloraDNA Check

DNA Validation 
DNA Inventory Matching
DNA Cultivar Comparison
Clonal Fidelity

Everything starts with the mother plant

Today, breeders and nurseries use METRC codes, 
which enable them to track their plants and secure 
them with state regulators.

This code is not proof of cultivars' authenticity or IP 
protection.

MyFloraDNA created an innovative system, which 
allows the Cannabis Industry to identify and validate 
genetics through our molecular analysis. 

This validation system consists of four services:

Curious? keep reading!

Validation
Services



Molecular ID

Did you ever wish you could have 
a unique ID for your own genetics?

MyFloraDNA molecular analysis makes it possible.

Create a unique molecular image for your genetics. 

Our "patent pending" technology allows us to 
generate a unique visual image created by its own 
molecular DNA codification.

Our  Molecular ID serves as the plants industry 
reference and proof of uniqueness, as well as giving 
you the option to verify and compare other plants 
with our MyFloraDNACheck service.
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Is your cultivar being fraudulently
being used or distributed?

The combination of our Molecular ID and 
MyFloraDNACheck can be used to compare 
and validate the authenticity of any plant 
when comparing its own molecular id. 
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You will receive a report with 
the percentage of matching 
to the original Molecular ID.

MyFloraCLOUD 
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MyFlora Check



Our innovative Inventory 
Matching Service allows you to 
verify if what you’re growing is 
exactly what you expect. It’s 
simple: We only need your 
Reference plant and the 
samples you want to compare 
their DNA. 

Have you lost track of your cannabis
plant inventory?

You’re not alone.  A lot of 
professionals in the industry 
struggle with keeping track of 
the strains they are actually 
working with.

MATCH

MATCH
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MATCH
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MATCH

DNA Inventory Matching



With our DNA Cultivar Comparison, you can 
determine exactly the similarity percentage between 
all your genetics. 

Build your own genealogic tree and determine 
genetic similarities. This way, you’ll get the genetic 
distance between your cultivars and know precisely 
which cross to obtain new genetics.

Are you developing new cultivars? Do you 
know how similar your genetics are?

DNA Cultivar Comparison



Clonal Fidelity

Avoid mix-ups during your clonal 
micropropagation.

Our Clonal Fidelity service allows Tissue Culture 
labs to compare a pool of plant samples/cuts 
with the reference mother plant, to identify the 
purity of their clonal population during TC 
process.

MyFloraDNA presents a unique and robust high- 
throughput fingerprinting technology to our 
clients to check tissue culture clonal uniformity, 
identify strain mix-ups and certify the 
purity/integrity of the clones.

The accuracy of this technology will enable early 
detection of human error during the transfer 
process at the facility and will eliminate potential 
guessing when selling the plants to their clients.



Our DNA analysis can determine your plant 
gender and THC/CBD dominance, as soon as 
the seed germinates.

It is an accurate and easy way to eliminate 
time-consuming visual inspections and long 
waits during the cultivation process. 

Trait 
Detection
Analysis



Male Detection
It is very costly to maintain
thousands of plants without
knowing their gender until
they are fully grown.

MyFloraDNA offers fast and
accurate DNA analysis to
predict the gender of your
plants with a 99% accuracy
rate!

Save money on labor,
electricity, water, and other
resources, by selecting which
plants you are interested in
cultivating.

By testing your seedlings, you
will save more than 50% of
your investment.

DNA Data-Driven decisions
are key for your cultivation
business.

Gender determination
Traditional cultivation         5-6 weeks
MyFloraDNA testing             3-7days

Save money and 
valuable time



Cannabinoids
Analysis
Don't wait until your plant is
fully grown to know its
cannabinoid major gene.

Our Cannabinoids Analysis is
a fast and accurate DNA
solution that determines
which of your plants contain
the genes associated with a
high or low THC/CBD level.

MyFloraDNA can help you to 
make the right decision at 
the earliest stage of your 
plants.



Order Management System



Privacy & Data

OUR DIGITAL
PLATFORM

Order status
Collection kit tracking
Results
Stats
and more!

Meet our real-time dashboard and order management 
system, MyFloraCLOUD.

Here you will find everything you need to know about:

Order directly from your dashboard, using our 
exclusive e-commerce.

MyFloraCLOUD is an efficient tool when it comes to 
information management and privacy. 

Get to know our privacy commitment and data 
protection here.

Integrated E-commerce for our clientes

Latest feature

Privacy

http://myfloradna.com/privacy/


Contact us

Thank you!
We are committed to our clients' 

crops health and quality.

Call us at +1 (530) 220-8754

mailto:oscar@myfloradna.com
https://www.linkedin.com/company/myfloradna/
https://www.instagram.com/myfloradna/
https://www.facebook.com/myfloradnainc

